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ABSTRACT Person re-identification (re-ID), which aims to identify the same individual from a gallery
collected with different cameras, has attracted increasing attention in the multimedia retrieval community.
Current deep learning methods for person re-ID focus on learning classification models on training identities
to obtain an ID-discriminative embedding (IDE) extractor, which is used to extract features from testing
images for re-ID. The IDE features of the testing identities might not be discriminative due to that the
training identities are different from the testing identities. In this paper, we introduce a new ID-adaptation
network (ID-AdaptNet), which aims to improve the discriminative power of the IDE features of the testing
identities for better person re-ID. The main idea of the ID-AdaptNet is to transform the IDE features to a
common discriminative latent space, where the representations of the ‘‘seen’’ training identities are enforced
to adapt to those of the ‘‘unseen’’ training identities. More specifically, the ID-AdaptNet is trained by
simultaneously minimizing the classification cross-entropy and the discrepancy between the ‘‘seen’’ and the
‘‘unseen’’ training identities in the hidden space. To calculate the discrepancy, we represent their probability
distributions as moment sequences and calculate their distance using their central moments. We further
propose a stacking ID-AdaptNet that jointly trains multiple ID-AdaptNets with a regularization method
for better re-ID. Experiments show that the ID-AdaptNet and stacking ID-AdaptNet effectively improve the
discriminative power of IDE features.
INDEX TERMS Person re-identification, ID adaptation, moment matching.

I. INTRODUCTION

Person re-ID aims to identify an individual from the gallery
across cameras and temporal periods. Person re-ID is very
challenging due to the variances of human poses, camera
viewpoints, occlusion, illumination, etc.Due to its importance
in real-world surveillance systems, person re-ID has been
attracting more and more attention in the multimedia retrieval
community [1]–[4].
Most existing work focuses on learning features or metrics for person re-ID. For feature representation, traditional
hand-crafted features based on color and attributes have
been commonly designed to describe pedestrians [5]–[9].
Nowadays, due to the great success of convolutional neural
networks (CNN) on image classification tasks [10], many
methods based on CNN have been introduced for feature representation of pedestrians [11]–[15]. Current deep learning
methods mainly design two types of models, i.e., the siamese
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model and the classification model. The siamese model takes
image pairs as its input. The pair of the same pedestrian is
labelled 1 while the pair of different pedestrians is labelled 0.
The network parameters are optimized such that the positive
pairs are close to each other while the negative pairs are
distant [16]. The siamese network has been employed to
compare entire images or local patches for re-ID [13], [14],
[17]–[19]. One limitation of the siamese model is its time
inefficiency, as each query has to combine with each gallery
image to feed to the network as a pair. Another disadvantage
of the siamese network is that it only utilizes the weak labels
of the training identities, i.e., whether a pair of input belongs
to the same pedestrian or not [20]. The classification model,
in contrast, takes advantage of the identity labels for network
training. More specifically, each identity is treated as one
class, and the network is learned to classify the identities.
The trained network is then used to extract ID-discriminative
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FIGURE 1. A simple illustration of the proposed ID-AdaptNet, which aims to transform the ID-discriminative Embedding features
(IDE) to a common discriminative feature space by jointly minimizing the cross-entropy (CE) and a discrepancy loss between
different subsets of the training identities.

Embedding features (IDE) [20], [21] for given testing images.
Compared to the siamese network, the classification network
is more effective and has been shown to achieve better performance for re-ID on large scale datasets [20].
The classification model employs a softmax layer and
optimizes the network parameters by minimizing the crossentropy loss on the training data [15], [21], [22]. However,
in the task of person re-ID, the testing identities do not have
an overlap with the training identities [20]. This is different
from the image classification task, where a given testing
image belongs to one class of the training data (except for
zero-shot classification). Using the classification model to
learn the IDE extractor for the re-ID task might not result
in discriminative features of the ‘unseen’ testing identities.
This inspires us to introduce a new ID-AdaptNet, which aims
to improve the discriminative power of IDE of the ‘unseen’
identities.
The main idea behind the proposed ID-AdaptNet is to learn
a latent feature space, where the representations of ‘unseen’
identities share a discriminative power with the ‘seen’ identities. As shown in Figure 1, to train the ID-AdaptNet, we first
split the training identities into non-overlapping subsets,
which are treated as ‘seen’ and ‘unseen’ identities by the
network. The ID-AdaptNet maps the IDE of the training
identities to a latent space where the mismatch and discrepancy between the ‘seen’ and ‘unseen’ subsets are minimized.
Encouraging the similarity between different subsets of the
training identities results in a common discriminative space,
i.e., the representations in that space are discriminative across
different subsets of the training identities as their discrepancy
is minimized. Mapping IDE of ‘unseen’ testing identities to
the common discriminative space will generate representations whose discriminative power is enhanced.
More specifically, the ID-AdaptNet consists of two subnetworks with sharing hidden layers. Each sub-network is
a classification network, which takes the IDE of one subset
48148

of the training identities as the input. The input is its ‘seen’
identities. Because the subsets of the training identities have
no overlap, the input of one sub-network is thus the ‘unseen’
identities of the other one. The network parameters are optimized by two types of loss modules. The first type of loss
is a discrepancy loss computed from the hidden layers of
the two sub-networks, which aims to minimize the disparity
between the ‘seen’ and ‘unseen’ subsets. The second type of
loss is the cross-entropy computed from the output prediction
layer of each sub-network, which aims to prevent the representations of all classes from mapping to the same point. To
measure the discrepancy between the ‘seen’ and the ‘unseen’
identities, one can use the Kullback-Leibler divergence
(KL-divergence) [23] or Maximum Mean Discrepancy
(MMD) [24] as the distance function. Both methods match
statistical moments of two datasets. KL-divergence matches
the first raw moment (mean) [25]. MMD with a Taylor expansion of the Gaussian kernel can be interpreted as the matching
of the weighted sums of all raw moments [26]. In this paper,
we use the Central Moment Dicrepancy (CMD) function [27]
as the measurement of the discrepancy between the ‘seen’ and
the ‘unseen’ identities. CMD explicitly matches the higher
order moments for each order without computing the kernel matrix, which is more effective and efficient than the
KL-divergence and MMD. The ID-Adaptnet combines the
cross-entropy and the discrepancy loss to a new common discriminative space, which improves the discriminative power
of the IDE of the ‘unseen’ testing images and have shown
better performance compared to the original IDE for re-ID.
Based on the ID-AdaptNet, we further introduce a Stacking
ID-AdaptNet, which aims to learn multiple common discriminative feature spaces. During testing, the IDE of given
testing images are mapped to these spaces to generate multiple discriminative representations, which are then combined
during retrieval for better performance. One can train multiple
ID-AdaptNets separately with the IDE of different splits of
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‘seen’ and ‘unseen’ training identities. This method might
result in similar and redundant features. In contrast, the Stacking ID-AdaptNet jointly trains multiple ID-AdaptNets with
a regularization method that enforces the ID-AdaptNets to
learn features from different views. This results in complementary feature representations and better performance with
their combination.
To summarize, the contributions of this paper are:
1) To the best of our knowledge, it is the first time that the
adaptability of hidden representations from ‘seen’ to ‘unseen’
identities is considered for person re-ID.
2) A new ID-AdaptNet, which utilizes cross-entropy and
discrepancy costs to learn a common discriminative feature
space, is introduced to improve the discriminative power of
IDE.
3) A Stacking ID-AdaptNet, which contains multiple
ID-AdaptNets and a new regularization method, is introduced to learn multi-view feature spaces for further improvement of re-ID.
4) Extensive experimental results show that the proposed
ID-AdaptNet and Stacking ID-AdaptNet provide consistent
improvements over the IDE on three person re-ID datasets.
II. RELATED WORKS

Traditional hand-crafted features for re-ID are mainly based
on colors and attributes [5]–[8], [28]. Liu et al. [5] extracted
gradient, LBP [29] and HSV color histograms from local
patches of each image. Yang et al. [6] introduced salient color
names to describe colors as the probability distributions over
the salient color names (SCNCD). SCNCD is then utilized
to represent each person image from six horizontal stripes.
Liao et al. [28] introduced a Local Maximal Occurrence
Feature (LOMO) that includes Scale Invariant Local Ternary
Pattern [30] and HSV color histogram to describe each image
in overlapping sub-windows. Su et al. [8] learned a matrix
which transforms the original binary semantic attributes to
a new vector that contains continuous values and recovers
incomplete attributes. Shi et al. [7] leveraged auxiliary fashion datasets to train a semantic attribute model, which is then
transferred to the re-ID datasets to provide attributes.
Nowadays CNN-based deep learning methods become
increasingly popular for person re-ID [11]–[15]. There are
mainly two types of CNN models. The first type is the
siamese model. Yi et al. [31] designed three siamese models
to take three pairs of overlapped local patches of two images
as inputs. Each siamese model contains two CNNs, which
are connected by a cosine layer to calculate the similarity score. The similarity scores of the three siamese models are fused as the final similarity score of the two input
images. Li et al. [13] divided each image into several horizontal stripes. The patches in each stripe of two images
are compared with a patch matching layer. Ahmed et al. [19]
designed a network to compare each pair of images. The network computes cross-input neighborhood differences using
the activations in the middle layers to capture the local relationships between the two images. Varior et al. [17] designed
VOLUME 6, 2018

a siamese Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) architecture
to capture discriminative local features. The LSTMs process the image regions sequentially to exploit the contextual
information. Varior et al. [18] introduced a matching gate to
select common local patterns. The matching gate compares
the mid-layer features along a horizontal stripe and generates
a gating mask for the local patterns. Liu et al. [32] designed
a Comparative Attention Network, which contains a comparative attention component to obtain the discriminative local
information from the different parts. A disadvantage of the
siamese model is the computational inefficiency, i.e., each
query has to be form a pair with a gallery image to obtain
the similarity score during testing [20]. Another limitation
of the siamese model is that it only uses weak labels of the
training data, i.e., whether two images are a similar pair or a
dissimilar pair [20]. Another type of CNN model is the classification model, which uses the identity class as the label
for training. The classification model has been shown to outperform the siamese model [20]. Zhang et al. [22] leveraged
CaffeNet [10] to train a classification model for re-ID. During
training, the images are resized to 227 × 227 before feeding to
the network. The number of the 8th layer is set to the number
of the training identities. During testing, the CNN model is
used to extract features from the FC7 layer. Xiao et al. [15]
introduced a Domain Guided Dropout algorithm to train a
CNN classification model using the combination of multiple
datasets. Zhao et al. [11] introduced a Spindle Net, which
includes a Feature Extraction Network (FEN) and a Feature
Fusion Network (FFN). The FEN learns a global feature
from the full image and seven local features from body parts.
The FFN computes the final feature by merging the global
and local features for classification of different identities.
Zheng et al. [33] leveraged the generative adversarial network (GAN) to generate images, which are then combined
with the real data to train CNN classification model. This
method has been shown to outperform the baseline that only
uses the real data for training.
III. PROPOSED METHOD

In this section, we give detailed descriptions of the proposed
method. More specifically, we first introduce the proposed
ID-AdaptNet, and then describe the Stacking ID-AdaptNet
for the learning of multi-view feature representations.
A. ID-ADAPTATION NETWORK

Current deep learning methods for person re-ID focus on
training a classification model on the training identities for
IDE feature extraction of the testing (gallery and query)
identities [20], [21]. In the task of person re-ID, the testing identities and the training identities belong to different
classes. Training a classification model of the training identities as a feature extractor might be incapable of extracting
discriminative feature representations of the testing identities.
In this work, we propose a new ID-AdaptNet, which aims to
transform the IDE features to a new feature space, where the
discriminative ability of the testing identities is enhanced.
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1) NETWORK OVERVIEW

As shown in Figure 1, ID-AdaptNet consists of two subnetworks with shared hidden layers. The main idea of the
ID-AdaptNet is to encourage the two sub-networks to learn
a common discriminative latent space from the IDE features, where the discriminative ability of ‘unseen’ identities
is improved by sharing the discriminative power of the ‘seen’
identities. The latent space is achieved by minimizing the
mismatch between different subsets of the identities via a
discrepancy loss based on the statistical properties.
More specifically, the training identities are first randomly
split into two subsets without overlapping identities. The IDE
features of the two subsets are then separately fed to the
two sub-networks. The ‘seen’ identities of one sub-network
is thus the ‘unseen’ identities of the other one. The two
subnets are joined in the last hidden layer with a discrepancy
loss function, which aims to adapt the representations of the
‘seen’ training identities to the ‘unseen’ training identities
during training to reduce their discrepancy. The parameters
of the two sub-networks are optimized by minimizing both
the cross-entropy of the classification and the discrepancy
loss between the ‘seen’ and ‘unseen’ identities. Each subnetwork of the ID-AdaptNet takes the ‘unseen’ identities into
account to learn a common discriminative feature space as
the disparity between the ‘seen’ and the ‘unseen’ identities
are minimized. Once the network is trained, a sub-network
is then used to map the IDE features of ‘unseen’ testing
identities to the common discriminative space for generating
representations whose discriminative power is enhanced.
2) CENTRAL MOMENT DISCREPANCY

The discrepancy between the feature distributions of the
‘seen’ and ‘unseen’ subsets is measured using the Central
Moment Dicrepancy (CMD) function [27]. CMD has been
recently introduced to measure the distance of the hidden
representations between a source and a target domain for the
domain adaptation task. Instead of using only the first raw
moment as conducted using the KL-divergence [23], [25],
CMD explicitly measures the difference of higher order central moments between two domains for each moment order.
Compared to MMD-based approaches [24], [26], CMD does
not require the kernel matrix computations. Given two sets of
samples P := {p1 , · · · , pM } and Q := {q1 , · · · , qN } (pi , qi ∈
Rd ) that are drawn independently and identically distributed
(i.i.d.) from two distributions on an bounded interval [0, 1]d .
M and N are the numbers of samples in P set and Q set,
respectively. d is the dimension of each sample. The CMD
between P and Q is defined as:
CMDK (P, Q) = kE(P) − E(Q)k2 +

K
X

kCk (P) − Ck (Q)k2

k=2

(1)
PM

PN

where E(P) = M1 i=1 pi and E(Q) = N1 i=1 qi
are the empirical expectation Pvector computed on the
M
1
k
P and Q. Ck (P)
=
i=1 ((pi − E(P)) ) and
M
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P
k
th
Ck (Q) = N1 N
i=1 ((qi − E(Q)) ) are the k order sample
central moment of the P and Q. K is the parameter defining
the highest order of the central moment.
3) NETWORK TRAINING

Formally, let the training identities be S = {X , Y } =
{x (i) , y(i) }|ni=1 , where x denotes the image, y denotes the identity label and n denotes the number of the training samples.
Denote the two subsets of the training identities as S1 =
{X1 , Y1 } and S2 = {X2 , Y2 }, where S = S1 ∪ S2 and S1 ∩ S2 =
. S1 and S2 are fed to the two sub-networks, respectively.
(j) (j)
Given an input pair of the two sub-networks {x1 , y1 } ∈ S1
(j) (j)
and {x2 , y2 } ∈ S2 . The activations of the hidden layers
(j)
(j)
in the two sub-networks are given by h1 = f (x1 , Wh )
(j)
(j)
and h2 = f (x2 , Wh ), where f (·, Wh ) denotes the function
representation of the hidden layer of the sub-networks with
(1)
(m)
sharing parameters Wh . Denote H1 := {h1 , · · · , h1 } and
(1)
(m)
H2 := {h2 , · · · , h2 } as the activation sets of the hidden
layer of the two sub-networks. m is the number of the samples
in each subset. The discrepancy loss between H1 and H2
defined by CMD is given by :
`d = CMDK (H1 , H2 )

(2)

Denote the activations of the output layers of the two sub(j)
(j)
(j)
networks as o1 = g(h1 , W1o ) ∈ [0, 1]c1 and o2 =
(j)
g(h2 , W2o ) ∈ [0, 1]c2 . c1 and c2 are the number of classes
in the two subsets of the training identities. g(·, W1o ) and
g(·, W2o ) denote the function representation of the output
layers of the two sub-networks with parameters W1o and W2o ,
respectively. The cross-entropy of the two sub-networks for
(j)
(j)
the jth samples `1ce and `2ce are given by:
X (j)
(j)
(j)
`1ce = −
y1,ci log(o1,ci )
ci∈c1
(j)
`2ce

=−

X

(j)

(j)

y2,cj log(o2,cj )

(3)

cj∈c2
(j)

(j)

where y1,ci is the ground-truth labels of x1 for the cith class.
(j)
(j)
(j)
y1,ci = 1 if the identity label of x1 is ci, otherwise y1,ci = 0.
(j)
(j)
Similarly, y2,cj is the ground-truth labels of x2 for the cjth
class
The final cost function of the ID-AdaptNet is the combination of the discrepancy and the cross-entropy of the two
networks, which is given by:
Lida =

m

m

j=1

j=1

1 X (j)
1 X (j)
`1ce +
`2ce + α`d
m
m

(4)

where α is the weight of `d .
B. STACKING ID-AdaptNet

In this section, we introduce a Stacking ID-AdaptNet, which
aims to learn rich discriminative information from the testing
identities. Once the network is trained, it is used to transform
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FIGURE 2. Stacking ID-AdaptNet. Each ID-AdaptNet takes different splits of two subsets of the training identities as input. The network is trained
with the sum of the cross-entropy and discrepancy loss of each ID-AdaptNet, combined with a multi-view loss computed by the representations of
each identity extracted from different ID-AdaptNets. The multi-view loss enforces the network to learn feature representations from different
view points.

the original IDE to multiple discriminative feature spaces,
which are then combined for better re-ID.
As shown in Figure 2, the Stacking ID-AdaptNet consists
of multiple ID-AdaptNets. Each ID-AdaptNet takes a random subset-split of the training identities as input to learn
the latent feature space. They are jointly trained with the
combination of the cross-entropy and discrepancy losses. We
expect these ID-AdaptNets to transform the original IDE to
new representations of different viewpoints, thus the combination of the new features results in more discriminative
and rich information. To this end, we introduce a multiview loss to join these ID-AdaptNets for multi-view feature
learning. The main idea of the multi-view loss is to push
away the feature representations of the same input extracted
by different ID-AdaptNets. More specifically, we enforce the
distance between two feature representations extracted by
two ID-AdaptNets for an input to be larger than a margin.
This constraint encourages each network in the Stacking
ID-AdaptNet to learn different features.
Formally, assume that there are r ID-AdaptNets. Given
an input x (i) , the activation of the hidden layer of a sub(i)
network in the vth ID-AdaptNet is given by hv = f (x (i) , Whv ).
Whv denotes the shared hidden parameters of the two subnetworks in the vth ID-AdaptNet. The multi-view loss of x (i)
is given by:
`imv =

r−1 X
r
X



(i)
max 0, λ − kh(i)
−
h
k
2
v
k

(5)

v=1 k=v+1

where λ denotes the minimum distance margin, i.e., if the distance between two features is larger than the margin, the loss
is zero.
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The training objective of the Stacking ID-AdaptNet is
given by the combination of all cross-entropy, discrepancy
loss and the multi-view loss, which is given by:
Lsida =

r
X
v=1

n

(v)

Lida + γ

1 X (i)
`mv
n

(6)

i=1

(v)

where Lida denotes the total loss of the vth ID-AdaptNet given
by Equation 4. n denotes the total number of the training
identities. γ denotes a weight of the multi-view loss.
Once the Stacking ID-AdaptNet is trained, the subnet of
each ID-AdaptNet is leveraged to extract a feature for an input
IDE, which is then concatenated to form the final representation for further retrieval.
IV. EXPERIMENTS

The proposed method is evaluated on three challenging re-ID
benchmark datasets, including the Market-1501 dataset [34],
the CUHK03 dataset [13] and the DukeMTMC-reID
dataset [35].
A. DATASETS
1) MARKET-1501 [34]

This dataset contains 32,668 images, which are captured with
six cameras. The Deformable Part Model (DPM) [36] is
utilized to automatically detect bounding boxes of humans,
which results in common misalignments and makes this
dataset realistic and challenging. There are 1501 identities
in this dataset, of which 751 identities are used for training
and the remaining 750 identities are used for testing. Totally
there are 12,936 images in the training set and 19,732 images
in the testing set, of which 3368 hand-drawn images of
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750 identities are used as query images. The single-query
result is reported.

TABLE 1. Performance comparison of the state-of-the-art methods on
the Market-1501 dataset. The fine-tuned classification model based on
ResNet (IDE baseline) is also provided. The rank-1 precision (%) and mAP
(%) are reported.

2) CUHK03 [13]

This dataset is collected with six cameras. There are
14,097 images of 1,467 identities, each of which is captured by two cameras. This dataset provides two image
sets, i.e., a labeled set that is generated by manually drawn
bounding boxes, and a detected set that is generated by the
DPM-detected bounding boxes [36]. In this paper, we use
both the detected set and the labeled set to evaluate the
proposed method.
3) DukeMTMC-reID [33]

This dataset is a subset of [35] for re-ID. It contains
36,411 images that are captured with eight cameras. There
are 1,404 identities. Half of the identities are used for
training and the other half are used for testing. Totally,
there are 16,522 training images, 2,228 query images and
17,661 gallery images.
B. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS

To evaluate the performance of the proposed method,
we adopt two evaluation metrics to report the results. One
is the Cumulated Matching Characteristics (CMC), which
considers the re-ID problem as a ranking task (the rank-1
accuracy is reported in this paper). The other one is the mean
average precision (mAP), which considers the re-ID problem
as an object retrieval task. For feature representations of the
images, we adopt the IDE extractor based on ResNet-50 [37].
For each image, the IDE is a 2048-dim vector. The IDE is
used as a baseline in our experiments. We use the stochastic
gradient descent algorithm to train the network. The learning
rate, weight decay rate and momentum are set to 10−3 , 10−6
and 0.9, respectively. During training, the number of hidden
units in each sub-network of ID-AdaptNet is set to 512.
Following [27], the highest order of the central moment K in
the CMD function (Equation 1) is set to 5. The weight of the
discrepancy function α in Equation 4, the margin of the multiview loss λ in Equation 5, and the weight of the multi-view
loss γ in Equation 6 are set to 1, 100 and 0.005, respectively.
The number of ID-AdaptNets r in the Stacking ID-AdaptNet
(Equation 6) is set to 3. During testing, the hidden activations
of all the ID-AdaptNets are concatenated as the final representation for further retrieval.
C. RESULTS ON MARKET-1501

The results are shown in Table 1. As shown in Table 1,
the rank-1 accuracy and mAP of the original IDE feature are
78.92% and 55.03%. The proposed ID-AdaptNet achieves
an rank-1 accuracy of 80.79%, which outperforms the IDE
by 1.6%. The mAP of the ID-AdaptNet is 58.21%, which
is 3.18% better than that of the IDE. The IDE features are
extracted from the classification model, which is optimized
by only minimizing the classification loss of the training
dataset. Using this classification model to extract features for
48152

the testing identities which belong to the different classes
of the training identities might not result in discriminative
representations. The proposed ID-AdaptNet transforms the
IDE features to a common discriminative space, where the
discriminative power of the testing identities are enhanced.
The Stacking ID_AdaptNet further improves the rank-1 accuracy to 81.59%. The mAP of the Stacking ID_AdaptNet
is 59.2%, which is 1% better than the ID-AdaptNet. The
stacking ID_AdaptNet learns multiple discriminative feature
spaces, which extracts more useful information for re-ID.
Compared to the baseline IDE, the improvements of rank-1
accuracy and mAP of the Stacking ID_AdaptNet are 2.67%
and 4.17%, respectively. Some retrieval results of the IDE,
ID_AdaptNet and the Stacking ID_AdaptNet on the Market1501 dataset are shown in Figure 3.
Figure 4 shows the rank-1 accuracy and mAP of the
ID-AdaptNet with different weights of the discrepancy loss
(α in Equation 4). The rank-1 accuracy and mAP of the IDE
feature are also shown for comparison. When the weight of
discrepancy loss is set to 0, the network is just optimized by
the cross-entropy, which is actually a classification model.
In this case, the input 2048-dim IDE feature is mapped to a
512-dim IDE feature, which results in worse rank-1 and mAP.
It can be seen that the rank-1 and mAP of the IDE (512) is
76.75% and 54.9%, respectively. Compared to the original
IDE (2048), the rank-1 and mAP are 2.17% and 0.13% worse.
This is due to the information loss caused by the reduction of
the feature dimension. When the weight of the discrepancy
loss is set to 0.1, the rank-1 and mAP of the ID-AdaptNet
are 80.52% and 58.1%, which outperform the IDE(2048) by
1.6% and 3.07%, respectively. In this case, the discrepancy
loss is incorporated to learn the discriminative embedding
feature. It clearly shows the benefits of the ID-AdaptNet
that reduces the discrepancy between different subsets of
identities. From Figure 4 it can also be seen that the perforVOLUME 6, 2018
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FIGURE 5. Performance comparison of the ID-AdaptNet with different
dimensions of hidden space on the Market-1501 dataset.
TABLE 2. Performance comparison of the state-of-the-art methods on
the CUHK03 dataset.

FIGURE 3. Sample retrieval results of the IDE, ID_AdaptNet (ID_A) and
the Stacking ID_AdaptNet (SID_A) on the Market-1501 dataset. The first
column shows the probe images. The retrieved images from left to right
are sorted based on their similarity score, e.g., the first one on the left is
the most similar one returned by each method. The correct and incorrect
matches are shown in the yellow and red rectangles, respectively.

Figure 5 compares the rank-1 and mAP of the ID-AdaptNet
with different dimensions of hidden layer. It is obvious that
reducing the input feature from 2048-dim to a small dimension (e.g., 128) leads to information loss. When the dimension
of the hidden space is set to 256, the rank-1 and mAP of the
ID-AdaptNet is 80.26% and 57.27%, which outperform the
IDE by 1.34% and 2.25%. It clearly shows the advantages
of the ID-AdaptNet for discriminative feature learning and
dimension reduction. It can also be seen that increasing the
number of the hidden space slightly improves the performances. When the dimension of the hidden space is set to
be the same with that of the input space (i.e., 2048), the mAP
is slightly worse than that of the low-dimension feature space.
This could be due to the over-fitting problem.
We construct Stacking ID-AdaptNet with three
ID-AdaptNets. The mAP accuracy of using two models is
58.63%. When we use four models, the mAP accuracy is
59.18%, which is similar to using three models. Therefore
using three models is sufficient to capture the discriminative
information of the identities.
D. RESULTS ON CUHK03

FIGURE 4. Performance comparison of the ID-AdaptNet with different
weights of the discrepancy loss (α in Equation 4) on the
Market-1501 dataset.

mances of the ID-AdaptNet with the weight of discrepancy
loss ranging from 0.5 to 2 are similar. Setting a large weight of
the discrepancy loss (e.g., 5) makes the performance slightly
worse. This is because the discrepancy loss dominates the
total loss of the network, which might prevent the network
from improving the discriminative power by learning classspecific information with cross-entropy. However, the rank-1
and mAP of the ID-AdaptNet in this case are still better than
the IDE baseline.
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We also evaluate the proposed method on the CUHK03 dataset.
For this dataset, we follow the testing protocol proposed
in [48] for comparison. The results are shown in Table 2.
The proposed ID_AdaptNet significantly outperforms the
IDE baseline on both the labeled and detected sets. On the
detected set, the ID_AdaptNet improves the rank-1 and mAP
of the baseline by 6.34% and 4.91%, respectively. The Stacking ID_AdaptNet further improves the performances of the
ID_AdaptNet by 1.57% and 1.95%, respectively.
E. RESULTS ON DukeMTMC-reID

The experimental results on the DukeMTMC-reID is shown
in Table 3. The rank-1 and mAP of the ID_AdaptNet are
66.25% and 46.22%, which outperform the IDE baseline by
48153
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TABLE 3. Performance comparison of the state-of-the-art methods on
the DukeMTMC-reID dataset.

1.03% and 1.23%, respectively. The Stacking ID_AdaptNet
further improves the performances of ID_AdaptNet. Compared to the IDE baseline, the improvements of the rank-1 and
mAP of the Stacking ID_AdaptNet are 2.55% and 2.57%,
respectively.
V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have shown that adapting the representations
between different subsets of the training identities improves
the discriminative power of the IDE for person re-ID. More
specifically, we first introduce a new ID_AdaptNet, which
jointly minimizes the classification cross-entropy and the
discrepancy loss between different subsets of the training
identities to learn a common discriminative space, where the
discriminative power of the testing identities are enhanced.
We further introduce a Stacking ID-AdaptNet by jointly
training multiple ID-AdaptNets for performance improvements. Experimental results show the effectiveness of the
proposed method for person re-ID.
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